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Enhanced Technology for Future

- End-to-End Web & Mobile App Solutions
- 10+ Years of Experience
- Completed Over 1000+ Projects
- Fast Turn-Around Time
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NCode Technologies Inc.

Is a pioneer in offshore website development located in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India. NCode is a team of 40+ full time skilled IT professionals working hard to offer excellent web and mobile applications. We have more than 10 years experience of creating and developing priceless mobile, web and desktop applications for our all clients.

VISION
“Fulfilling clients’ requirements to have long term relationships”

MISSION
“Providing innovative solutions with best of skills”

VALUES
✓ Client Satisfaction
✓ People = Our Strength
✓ Quality Deliverable
✓ Constant Learning & Upgrades
✓ On Time Delivery

Providing innovative solutions with best of skills

CEO Message

NCode Technologies Inc. is a rapidly growing leader among web design & web development company India. In the current scenario, marketing strategies of companies have turned to the web for their expansion and diversification needs, and have reaped the optimum benefits.

Ashish Shah
CEO
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NCode Technologies Inc.

NCode Technologies, Inc. offers complete solutions that increase ROI of your Business with wide range of services that gives your business a tonic for growth and development. We understand your needs. That's why we pay attention to all the development aspects. Some of our services are...

- Website Design
- Custom Web Development
- Ecommerce Solutions
- CMS Website Development
- Mobile App Development
- SEO & Internet Marketing

**WEB**
- React JS Development
- Angular JS Development
- Vue JS Development
- Node JS development
- Python development
- Express JS Development
- Laravel Development

**ECOMMERCE**
- Shopify Development
- Magento Development
- WooCommerce Development

**MOBILE AAP**
- React Native Development
- Flutter Development

**CMS**
- WordPress Development

We offer complete solutions that increase ROI of your business.
NCode Portfolio

Have created over 1000 web applications for various industries like Healthcare, Jewellery, Automobiles, Real Estate, Ecommerce, Tourism etc.
“We are fully satisfied with this partnership.”

We have worked with NCode Technologies on several projects and we are fully satisfied with this partnership. NCode Technologies offers a high performance team capable of awesome design and complex web applications in record time! With very professional team support they are fast, efficient and very understanding.

Mr. Ali Karim
Nova Technologies

“Extremely diligent and professional”

“Rentals-Worldwide have been working with NCodeTechnology for the past 12 months for the inception and development of our platform of websites. They have been extremely diligent and professional and we are delighted to have established such a relationship. We look forward to continuing our business relationship and future expansion with the team.”

Mr. Martin Phillips
The Phillips Group Co.Ltd.

“One Stop Solutions for high quality IT- Services”

“Everyone would love to have a great website with a lot of functions, but many of us can’t justify the time or cost for development. Here’s the alternative: With One Stop Solutions to purchase high quality IT- Services and get first class support from NCode team. NCode technologies provide the entire spectrum of services, and personal team makes it possible to develop top of the line websites.”

Mr. Frank
Prospectal
**NCode BUSINESS MODEL**

Today's business scenario demands flexibility in many ways. One of the main thrust areas in the business relationship is adhering to a flexible business model for a web design firm in India that serves the needs of both the client as well as the web development company. We ideally believe in a systematic approach to pricing and therefore follow only the best strategy and policies. This helps us in being able to recommend only the right business model to the client. Inline with the client's unique needs, we recommend one of the following business models:

### Fixed Price Approach

In many projects, the requirements are clearly defined at the onset of the project itself. In this case, the fixed price approach is the right model to go ahead with NCode Technologies, Inc. quotes a fixed price within which the project execution is carried out. There is a very low risk involved in the project, as we provide an assurance that the project will be completed within the budgeted limits and the time-frame specified by the client.

### Time & Material Approach

In many cases, the client is not sure about the project specifications in the first place. In addition, it can be difficult to determine the scope and specifications of the project in the initial phase. In this case, the NCode Technologies, Inc. team suggests the time and material approach. In view of that, the client is charged according to the man hours that are utilized for the project.

### Offshore Hire Approach

This method works best when the client is overseas or the project required is for a development centre abroad. This method suits best for customers who are looking at long-term benefits from offshore outsourcing. Under this method, we reserve our infrastructure and resources exclusively for the client.
**Experience in 1000s of Projects**

We at NCode Technologies do our best to conduct the job with responsibility, creative knowledge and skills that we have gained from the experiences through 1000s of projects carried out successfully.

**Unique and Agile Web Development Strategy**

The Uniqueness is low price with assurance of outstanding quality. We focus on the competence of the customer’s type of business and develop accordingly.

**Appropriate Use Of Web 2.0 Strategies**

Web 2.0 strategies are followed strictly and we are always in touch with innovative technology for all type of services. The latest and most feasible services help the customer to run business without any hitch and see regular growth in business.

**First-Rate Reputation And Standing**

NCode technologies are listed among the first-rated service providers in IT Developments. Our services also include business analysis, designing of technical documentation, quality processes and timely delivery.

**Effective Communication**

NCode technologies are listed among the first-rated service providers in IT Developments. Our services also include business analysis, designing of technical documentation, quality processes and timely delivery.

**Professional Services**

NCode has a team with excellent know-how of all the techniques and knowledge of the market is provided from time in and out. Thus the team works professionally to provide services to the customers with all skills and newness and easy to function business.
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